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While at college I attended a lecture by
Camille Paglia, who told us that all
men are “naturally” rapists and that

social norms are the only thing keeping the
biological rape instinct in check. Feminists,
she said, “set themselves against nature” when
they try to remove power relations from sex.
Twenty-five years later, in the wake of
#MeToo, similarly essentialist language is
being deployed to justify sexual harassment.
Take, for example, one reader’s comment on a
New York Times article from 2017 about the
firing of the talk show host Charlie Rose, after
allegations of serial sexual harassment: “This
is all very simple. POWER IS SEX! We’re
animals, and that is ingrained into our genetic
code. More opportunities for sex=more off-
spring with the same strategies. Sorry to y’all
who don’t believe in evolution, but that’s the
way it is . . . ”. Yet feminists grew tired a long
time ago of “nature” or “genetics” being trot-
ted out as the reason not to protest, as though
biology were a mossy stone wall of
permanent truths. It’s no coincidence that
those who tend to invoke the “that’s just the
way things are” rationale are the people who
already enjoy the most privilege.

On January 22, the US Supreme Court
upheld a policy, introduced by the current
administration, barring most transgender
people from military service. The ruling joins
several other Trump-era rollbacks to transgen-
der rights, including a memo in October 2018
that urged government agencies to categorize
individuals “as male or female based on immu-
table biological traits identifiable by or before
birth” – a definition that denies the existence
of transgender and gender-nonconforming
persons, and which, if implemented as law,
would eliminate civil rights protections for
these citizens. To label something as natural
(“immutable biological traits”) is to affirm its
right to exist, whereas desires, behaviours, or
identities considered unnatural are vulnerable
to attack.

In the face of biology-is-destiny narratives,
a politics that dismantles binaries and ques-
tions the meaning of “natural” feels especially
relevant. Consider this rallying call from The
Xenofeminist Manifesto: 

Anyone who’s been deemed “unnatural” in the
face of reigning biological norms, anyone who’s
experienced injustices wrought in the name of
natural order, will realize that the glorification of
“nature” has nothing to offer us – the queer and
trans among us, the differently abled, as well as
those who have suffered discrimination due to
pregnancy or duties connected to child-rearing.

Xenofeminism is, the book explains, an anti-
naturalist, techno-activist movement that aims
to construct “a new language for sexual poli-
tics” and to disrupt the tyranny of essentialism.
Though hardly a household word,
xenofeminism is gaining visibility as an
electrifying species of twenty-first-century
radicalism. A reissue of The Xenofeminist
Manifesto by Laboria Cuboniks, first pub-
lished in 2015, joins Xenofeminism by Helen
Hester to offer a bold, intelligent introduction
to the movement’s goals. 

Laboria Cuboniks is a xenofeminist collec-
tive whose members, Hester (a professor at the
University of West London) among them, live
in several countries and work in a range of
professions. The name is an anagram of “Nico-
las Bourbaki”, a pseudonym used by a group of
mathematicians in twentieth-century France.
(Laboria Cuboniks originally sought to oper-

question by considering it from multiple
angles and resisting tidy conclusions. Techno-
logy, for instance, can be a liberating resource
for disenfranchized and marginalized pop-
ulations, but – Hester points out – it’s also
true that tech innovations often benefit only a
fortunate few.

The Manifesto’s battle cry – “‘Nature’ shall
no longer be a refuge of injustice or a basis
for any political justification whatsoever! If
nature is unjust, change nature!” – calls to
mind transhumanism, a movement aimed at
using technology to transcend human limita-
tions, including mortality. Mark O’Connell’s
To Be a Machine: Adventures among cyborgs,
utopians, hackers, and the futurists solving the
modest problem of death (2017) infiltrates the
transhumanist command centre of Silicon
Valley, where billionaire tech gurus such as
Peter Thiel and Elon Musk lead the charge to
extend human life. (“If death is unjust, change
death!”) Despite their myriad differences,
transhumanism and xenofeminism share a pre-
dicament: both view the human–machine
interface through a lens shaped by material,
political and psychosocial conditions in the
Global North. If machines and medical proce-
dures widely available in Canada or the Neth-
erlands are completely inaccessible in, say,
Madhya Pradesh or Afghanistan, where does
that leave us? The question is not readily
answered by Laboria Cuboniks or Hester, nor
is enough historical context given for certain
ideas discussed. Xenofeminsm draws ex-
plicitly from Donna Haraway’s writing on
cyborgs and kin-making, Shulamith Fire-
stone’s The Dialectic of Sex: The case for
feminist revolution (1970) and Lee Edelman’s
No Future: Queer theory and the death drive
(2004). It also owes a significant – if not
always acknowledged – debt to the work of
feminists of colour such as Kimberlé Williams
Crenshaw, Emi Koyama, Gloria Anzaldúa
and the Combahee River Collective. In the
Manifesto, citations are conspicuously absent.
Hester’s book makes more of an effort to ident-
ify XF’s theoretical and political forebears, but
her references can seem scattershot. 

On Twitter, the London-based artist and
scholar Annie Goh challenged the Manifesto’s
lack of detail and “flippant” use of the prefix
xeno-: “This ‘xeno’ is used as a stand-in for
‘alien’ but what kind of feminist politics is this
xenofeminist ‘politics for alienation’? . . . Who
is the ‘we’ who XFM speak from/about?” Goh
raises the point that “we” is not a universal pro-
noun: it represents a specific subject position
located in a specific tangle of power relations,
and if xenofeminism’s “we” is white women,
then it cannot claim to speak for everyone.
Goh’s scepticism is echoed by the Dutch
writer and philosopher Simon(e) van Saarloos,
who said in a recent interview: “I question who
this Manifesto is aimed at, what audience . . .
. Xenofeminism may be a bit too attractive for
white feminists who profit from a ‘color-
blind’ perspective”.

I feel ambivalent about spotlighting what a
feminist movement has failed to do, or hasn’t
done thoroughly enough – especially a move-
ment still emerging in exciting and generative
directions. At a time when politicians, media
outlets and nationalist factions across the
globe brandish the terms “natural”, “original”
and “pure” to validate discrimination, xeno-
feminism’s fierceness and compassion (quali-
ties too often opposed) are a compelling
proposition.

LENI ZUMAS should be transformed in the pursuit of
reproductive justice and the progressive trans-
formation of gender”. In vitro fertilization,
gender-confirmation surgery, hormone ther-
apy, the Del-Em menstrual extraction device
(a manual vacuum, also known as a DIY abor-
tion tool), as well as safe and legal abortion,
are all cited as examples of technology-as-
freedom, unlocking us from traditional scripts
about our bodies, minds and social roles. It’s
worth noting that the Del-Em, developed by
American feminist activists in 1971, became
less popular after the US legalized abortion in
1973; but in recent years, with mounting
threats to abortion access, demand for the
device is reportedly on the rise. 

One of the most important questions arising
from XF’s anti-naturalist position has to do
with transgender identities. If nothing about
gender is innate, then what happens to civil
rights based on a person’s inborn gender
identity not matching the gender assigned to
them at birth? Hester concedes the usefulness
of “strategic naturalism”:

Within positions founded upon a claim of being
“born this way”, one finds supposedly in-built
characteristics leveraged as a kind of transcen-

dental guarantee . . . . Such concessions are
understandable given the perpetually embattled
condition of queer and trans communities.
Indeed, inevitabilizing one’s own existence is a
pretty shrewd move when labouring to ensure
one’s basic survival.

But to claim gender as an “incontestable end-
point”, she suggests, is to risk perpetuating the
same myths about “fixed” identity that histori-
cally have oppressed trans, queer, disabled and
impregnatable bodies. Hester and Laboria
Cuboniks accommodate the complexity of the

ate in the Bourbaki spirit of collective
anonymity but has since abandoned the goal.)
The Manifesto is a punkzine-meets-art cata-
logue splashed with neon graphics and glee-
fully turbulent text; it can be absorbed in one
sitting. Hester’s book delves more substan-
tially, though no less urgently, into the emanci-
patory potential of xenofeminism (XF), laying
out the core tenets of a heterodox platform that
champions bodily autonomy via technology
and the shattering of rigid ideas about gender,
sex and family. 

Laboria Cuboniks describes xenofeminism

as “an affirmative creature on the offensive,
fiercely insisting on the possibility of large-
scale social change for all of our alien kin”,
alert to “the needs of every human, cutting
across race, ability, economic standing, and
geographical position”. Both Xenofeminism
and the Manifesto position nature and the natu-
ral as contested spaces, and regard technology
as a crucial means of remapping those spaces
for the purposes of liberation. “Biology is
not destiny”, notes Hester, “because biology
itself can be technologically transformed, and
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